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Finite Element Calculation of Microwave Absorption
by the Cranial Structure
MICHAEL A. MORGAN, MEMBER, IEEE
Abstract-Using an axisymmetric inhomogeneous lossy dielectric
model of the human cranial structure, calculations yielding interior-
absorbed power density spatial distributions and whole-body cross sec-
tions are presented. These computations are preformed by way of a
finite element implementation of the coupled azimuthal potential
formulation. Results are considered for two angles of plane wave inci-
dence, with two orthogonal polarizations, at the frequencies of 1 and 3
GHz. Comparisons are made with a simpler multilayered spherical
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model. Attention is given to the sensitivity of "hot spot" intensities
to incident field orientations and model parameter uncertainties.
I. INTRODUCTION
THE biological effects associated with the penetration of
Telectromagnetic energy have been the topics ofboth exten-
sive research and intense controversy for many years. A quan-
tification of health hazards due to the inadvertent exposure of
persons to such sources as microwave ovens, high-power radars,
the proposed satellite power system, and even high-voltage
U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright
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transmission lines has been the impetus behind much of this
work. In addition, a great amount of effort in this area has
been related to the optimization of medical diathermy: the
practice of heating local regions of the body to increase blood
flow and cultivate antibody production in the treatment of
various diseases including cancer.
Computations concerned with electromagnetic power absorp-
tion and distribution in the cranial structure are widespread in
the literature. These calculations have relied upon a sequence
of increasingly realistic physical models which has, in turn,
been accompanied by ever more complex mathematical and
numerical techniques. Early work utilized infinite planar-
layered models to predict energy absorption [1]. A more real-
istic model, which has received much usage, is the homogene-
ous lossy dielectric sphere [2]. Computations of internal field
and power density distributions for solid spheres are easily
performed using the Mie series method [3]. This model was
also the first used by Kritikos and Schwan to investigate the
existence of internal resonances or "hot spots" [4]. It was
later employed by Lin to consider EMP penetration into the
cranial structure [5].
One of the first efforts to investigate the effects of inhomo-
geneities on power absorption was conducted by Schwan [61
for a two-layer sphere, using a procedure employed earlier by
Aden and Kerker [7]. Noting the dramatic changes in absorp-
tion of the bilayer sphere compared to its homogeneous coun-
terpart, Shapiro et al. [8] performed computations using a
more complex five-layer spherical model ofthe mammalian cra-
nial structure. This and later work employing multilayered
spheres [8] -[11] used an extension of the Mie series method,
whereby spherical harmonic expansions in each layer are cou-
pled at each boundary using continuity conditions on the tan-
gential components of both the E- and H-fields.
Several new computational techniques have been imple-
mented recently to solve bioelectromagnetic problems. Whole-
body power absorption has been calculated at low-resonance
region frequencies by use of homogeneous spheroidal models,
employing both perturbational theory [12] and the extended
boundary condition method [13]. A surface integral equation
approach was implemented by Wu [14] to compute spatial
distributions of absorbed power density in a homogeneous
axisymmetric human body model at frequencies up to 300
MHz. The most generally applicable technique thus employed
in absorbed power calculations is that of the so-called "tensor
integral equation method" [15]. This employs a moment
method solution of the volume electric field integral equation
by way of pulse basis functions and delta testing functions. At
resonant region frequencies, the final solution requires the nu-
merical inversion of a full complex matrix having a dimension
of several hundred. As indicated by Hagmann et al. [16], the
use of forced banding may ultimately allow whole-body calcu-
lations using this method to frequencies exceeding 2 GHz. This
method has also been employed to perform head resonance
calculations at frequencies to 500 MHz using an inhomogene-
ous isolated cranial model [17]. A recent comprehensive re-
view of these and earlier theoretical and numerical techniques,
as applied to bioelectromagnetic computations, has been pre-
sented by Durney [18].
The approach taken here to the solution of the cranial pene-
tration problem employs a numerical implementation of the
coupled azimuthal potential formulation through the use of
the finite element method. This technique, which will be
briefly outlined in the following section, offers advantages of
both geometrical versatility and numerical economy. As will
be indicated, the major restriction on the procedure is that the
material body be axisymmetric. There are no restraints in the
formulation on the variability of the material medium in the
cross section of revolution; the constitutive parameters may be
both piecewise and continuously inhomogeneous. Because of
its innate generality, this approach could well be used to model
other structures of biological significance, varying in size from
individual cells to the entire human body.
Calculations of electromagnetic penetration, as considered in
later sections, are initially discussed in the context of numerical
tests, followed by the presentation of new results using an in-
homogeneous axisymmetric cranial model. Computational
substantiation is given in terms of comparisons with alternate
calculations of scattering and absorption by homogeneous and
concentrically layered spheres. The axisymmetric model of
the human cranial structure is then introduced and example
computations are presented for frequencies of 1 and 3 GHz.
The 1 GHz case, which illustrates the presence of internal reso-
nance, is considered with regard to polarization and angle of
incidence dependence of the illuminating wave. Comparisons
of overall absorption and scattering cross sections, as well as
spatial power absorption densities, are made to those of homo-
geneous and layered sphere models.
II. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The numerical algorithm employed here is based upon a rep-
resentation of the electromagnetic field in terms of the coupled
azimuthal potential (CAP) formulation [19]. Using a system
of wavenumber-normalized cylindrical coordinates (R, Z, ¢) =
(kop, koz, 0) in an inhomogeneous axisymmetric material
region, the total field is decomposed into an azimuthal-mode
Fourier series
E(R, Z, .) 00em (R, Z)
_
= LJ_- aRexp (jm )
r10f(R, Z.0) M =_00 hm(R,Z)., (1)
where no = 120Or n. The modal field vectors can then be gen-
erated in any (R, Z) meridian domain S from two uniformly
continuous potentials 4, (R, Z, m) and 4'2 (R, Z, m), using
em (R,Z) =jfm(rMV Hi + RI.r X V 2) + $j1/R
hm(R, Z) = ifm(iMVk2 - Rer$ X VW1) + $42I/R
where V is the Cartesian 2-D gradient in R and Z, while
fm(R,Z) [Ir(R,Z)er(R, Z)R 2 - m2 ] 1.
(2)
(3)
(4)
The complex relative constitutive parameters 1r and er are as-
sumed to be invariant to ¢.
In addition to satisfying a second-order self-adjoint system
of partial differential equations, the coupled azimuthal poten-
tials can also be cast into a variational format. This variational
principle, which forms the basis of the finite element approach,
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Fig. 1. Semi-annular conformal mesh.
states that the- CAP solution to the self-adjoint system is also
the stationary point of the functional
F= ffm [Vl - (RerVol +m$XVIP2)+V2
*(RirVO2 - mPX VP1)J - (er1j + ir 2P)IRdRdZ.
(5)
The numerical implementation of the finite element method
(FEM) is undertaken by use of the semi-annular conformal
(SAC) mesh shown in Fig. 1. The meridian region S in (5) is
spanned by a configuration of linear triangular elements. These
elements are arranged to have sides conforming to both the
outside surface and any internal material boundaries. This
enforces the field boundary conditions at these interfaces
without the need for supplemental considerations. For
scattering bodies which can accommodate a relatively large
homogeneous spherical core, the SAC mesh tends to minimize
the extent of the finite element region, as well as provide a
narrow bandwidth for the system matrix which is to be in-
verted.
As is detailed more completely in a previous paper [20],
the finite element method proceeds by expanding the coupled
azimuthal potentials in terms of piecewise linear basis functions
r1 (R,Z,m) N e.(m) l
= E J Run(R,Z). (6)Ii2(R,Z,m)J n=i Ih.(M)
The variational criterion is satisfied by substituting (6) into
(5), then differentiating the resulting quadratic form with re-
spect to each of the unknown "coordinates" en and hn in the
2N-dimensional subspace of continuous functions C', as
spanned by (6). These numerical first variations are set to
zero, thus forming a linear matrix system whose inversion
solves the interior Dirichlet problem in terms of the nodal
values of en and hn which are specified on the boundary of
S.
The solution of the resultant linear system, relating the in-
terior nodal values of en and hn to those on the boundary, is
implemented by using a two-sweep block-by-block matrix in-
version algorithm affiliated with the invariant imbedding
Riccati transform (211. By defining the vector of en and hn
values along the kth radial segment of Fig. 1 by *k where k is
indexed with increasing polar angle 0, the global system matrix
can be represented by a sequence of local triblock matrices
associating adjacent node vectors
Ak*k-1 +Bk*k + Ckk+1 4k (7)
The sparse submatrices Ak, Bk, and Ck form the triblock struc-
ture of the global matrix, whiledk is generated in terms of the
known boundary node values of en and h,.
At the heart of the block-by-block elimination method is the
defining Riccati transform
*k-i =Rk*k+Sk (8)
where the Riccati matrix and vector can be shown [20] to
satisfy the recurrence relations
Rk+l = (Bk +Ak * Rk) *Ck
Sk+l =-(Bk+Ak.Rk) -(Ak Sk- Ok)*
(9)
(10)
The matrix inversion algorithm employs (9) and (10) to se-
quentially generate and store the Rk and Sk at each step on
what is termed the "first sweep." On the "back sweep," the
Riccati transform in (8) is used to solve for the vectors of un-
known nodal values of en and hn. This technique provides an
orderly sequential algorithm for inverting the very large, but
sparse global system matrix. All operations, including mesh
construction, matrix element generation, and matrix inversion,
can be performed by considering only a small local region of
the mesh at any one time. By storing first-sweep matrices Rk
and Sk on disk (to be retrieved in reverse order on the back
sweep), a minimal amount of core storage is required.
The scattering solution employs a triregional unimoment
method [20], [22] used in conjunction with the SAC mesh
of Fig. 1. The azimuthal core fields and exterior azimuthal
scattered fields are represented via separate spherical harmonic
expansions with unknown core and scattered field coefficients
e m) fe(r, 0,m)
h,(r, 0, m) hlI4(r, 0, m) v
The coefficients en(m) and hn(m) are the values of the modal [rT(r, 0, m)
azimuthal fields o em and $ihm at the nth node. The pyra-
-T
mid basis function un(R, Z) assumes unit value at node n, with T(r, 0, m)
zero at neighboring nodes, while having linear variation within The superscript r = c or e indicates the core or exterior regions,
each of the elements in the surrounding group. while the incident fields in this expression e,4 and h, are un-
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Fig. 2. Incident field orientations.
derstood to be zero in the core region. Standard spherical har-
monics [23] in terms of associated Legendre functions
P, (cos 0) and spherical Bessel and Hankel functions j,(kr)
for r = c and h(2)(kor) for T = s are used to generate the modal
basis functions rp and T The incident plane wave fields,
with canonical vertical and horizontal polarizations and arrival
angle a, are depicted in Fig. 2. Using standard Fourier integral
transforms, the azimuthal modes of the incident field eX,(r, 0,
m) and hp(r, 0, m) can be written in terms of the ordinary Bes-
sel function Jm(kor sin a sin 0) and its derivative [20]. This
reference also discusses the determination of series truncation
indices, both for azimuthal modes m and meridional modes v.
The unimoment method yields the core and scattered field
expansion coefficients Cv(m). These are obtained by noting
that the modal azimuthal fields in the mesh region are available
in terms of the CT(m) by applying the incident fields, as well
as the core and scattered spherical harmonic modes, successively
as boundary conditions at the nodes along the circular mesh
boundaries r. and re of Fig. 1. The principle of superposition
will yield a form for the numerical solution at each of the in-
terior nodes that is identical to that of (11), but where the
various functions are replaced by the finite element solutions
obtained when the respective function is a boundary condition
on the mesh. In particular, both the analytic expansion of
(11) and the resultant finite element solution (both having the
same set of unknown C,) are identical at each node along the
circular contours rP and re of the SAC mesh. This equality is,
in fact, a sufficient condition to determine the expansion coef-
ficients. Equating (11) to the numerical finite element solu-
tion along rc and re', in the least-square-integral sense, results in
a final linear system. After obtaining the coefficients, (1 1) and
its finite element twin for the mesh region may be used to
generate the fields everywhere.
Of particular interest in bioelectromagnetic computations is
the spatial distribution of time-average absorbed power density.
This is related by way of the conductivity a to the square of
the magnitude of the complex electric field phasor [23]
4{V) = 2 a()J(7) * E*(r) (12)
and has dimensionality of dissipated (thermal) power/unit
volume. This quantity has also been denoted in the literature
[24] as the "heating potential." Calculations reported later
will be normalized with respect to the square of the incident
plane wave electric field magnitude E0.
Another important parameter is the whole-body absorption
cross section Sa (dimensions of area), which is defined as the
ratio of total absorbed power to the incident power flux den-
sity inc - IEO 12/27?o. This cross section can be obtained by
way of either an integration of (12) over the entire volume of
the body or through taking the difference of total (extinction)
and scattered cross sections St and S,, respectively, where Sa =
St- S8. This latter approach is followed here. The cross sec-
tions S8 and St are equal to the respective ratios of scattered
power and total power (scattered plus absorbed) to the inci-
dent power flux density pinc. The scattering cross section may
be expressed directly as a weighted sum of the squared magni-
tudes of the scattered field coefficients C, while St is found in
terms of the far-zone scattered electric field through the use of
the "forward scattering theorem" [25].
III. NUMERICAL TESTS
As a prelude to considering the inhomogeneous axisymmetric
cranial model, it was necessary to verify the accuracy of finite
element computations of internal fields and whole-body ab-
sorption. Previous results [20] provided comparisons of far-
field scattering calculations with those from alternate numeri-
cal procedures, as well as from X-band measurements. In this
more recent effort, numerical tests of interior power density
distribution and net power absorption were conducted for the
cases of lossy homogeneous spheres and a five-layer inhomoge-
neous sphere.
Initial evaluation of the finite element algorithm incorporated
comparisons of absorbed power density distributions, as calcu-
lated by (12), with those obtained by using the Mie series ap-
proach for homogeneous penetrable spheres [3], [23]. Sphere
radii were 3.3 and 10 cm, comparing roughly in volume to the
heads of a small primate (e.g., rhesus macaque) and an adult
human, respectively. Frequencies were 1 and 3 GHz, with re-
spective dielectric constants er = 60, 42 and respective conduc-
tivities a = 0.9 and 2.0 U/m. These values were chosen to
equal those employed in the brain regions of the inhomogene-
ous models of this and the following section. Mie series calcu-
lations were truncated at sufficient indices to provide seven
decimal place convergence. All special function subroutines
were extensively checked against tables [26].
Comparisons of absorbed power density, normalized with
respect to the square of the incident electric field magnitude,
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the cases of 3.3 and 1Ocm radius
spheres, respectively. As is indicated in the pictorial inserts of
these figures, the power densities are calculated along the
longitudinal axis parallel to the incident Poynting vector. The
smaller sphere of Fig. 3 shows the effect of internal resonances,
or so-called "hot spots," at both 1 and 3 GHz. The peak
values, as shown, are coincidentally almost identical at these
two frequencies for this smaller sphere. In scanning through
the resonance region frequencies, hot spot intensities will
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oscillate over a wide range of values as different spherical har-
monics are brought into and out of resonant excitation. The
presence of hot spots can also be qualitatively explained in
terms of optical diffraction focusing of a caustic [241.
Turning to the case of the 10 cm radius sphere as shown in
Fig. 4, the internal resonance phenomnenon is observed only at
the lower I GHz frequency. At the higher 3 GHz frequency,
the larger sphere has a diameter of roughly 13 interior region
wavelengths and a skin depth of only 0.647 cm. Significant
heating occurs only near the surface, and with highest inten-
sity on the illuminated side of the sphere.. As has been shown
by Barber et al. [271, the whole-body power absorption at
frequencies approaching those of the optical region can be
approximately computed using appropriate planar models.
A check of the accuracy of whole-body calculations involv-
ing absorption and scattering is performed by comparing cross
sections, which is done in Table I.' As was indicated in the pre-
vious section, S, is found in terms of a weighted sum of the
squares of the scattered field spherical harmonic expansion co-
efficients,-while S, =St - S, where St is found from the for-
ward scattering theorem.
Having demonstrated the accuracy of finite element calcula-
tions for homogeneous spheres, the testing of the algorithm
TABLE I
CROSS SECTION COMPARISONS FOR HOMOGENEOUS SPHERES
FREQ METHOD R-3.3 cm R=10 cm
Sa(cm2) SS(cm2) Sa(cm2) SS(cm2)
FEM 27.4 20.9 251.1 566.1
1 GHz
MSM 26.7 21.2 266.4 549.9
FEM 31.0 59.3 219.0 545.0
3 GHz
MSM 31.3 60.1 215.0 525.6
Abbreviations: FEM- Finite Element Method; MSM- Mie Series Method
TABLE II
LAYERED SPHERICAL MODEL PARAMETERS
LAYER LAYER THICKNESS (cm) MATERIAL @ 1 GHz MATERIAL @ 3 GHz
Rmx- 3. 3cm Rmax- 10cml r (S/M) Cr (S/m)
BRAIN 2.68 9.10 60. 0.9 42. 2.0
CSF 0.20 0.20 76. 1.7 77. 1.9
DURA 0.05 0.05 45. 1.0 45. 2.5
BONE 0.27 0.55 7. 0.9 5. 0.2
SKIN 0.10 0.10 45. i.0 45. 2.5
for an inhomogeneous case became the next goal. The layered
sphere has the most prolific treatment in the literature as a
cranial model. One of the first major efforts using this model
was reported by Shapiro et al. [8] where a five-layer spherical
model of the head of a rhesus macaque monkey was employed
at a frequency of 3 GHz. Comparisons with these results are
made here. The various spherical layers, their thicknesses, di-
electric constants, and conductivities, as well as the tissues be-
ing modeled are shown in Table II. Also shown in this table
are the corresponding layer thicknesses for a 10 cm radius hu-
man cranial model which will be used in the following section.
Constitutive parameters in each layer are equal to those of the
primate model. Suspending the brain is the cerebral spinal
fluid (CSF) which is encased in a membrane on the inside of
the cranial cavity termed the dura. The skull structure, com-
posed of bone, and the surrounding and imbedded fatty tissues
are taken to have the same constitutive parameters, and are
thus modeled as a single layer. The outermost spherical layer
is the skin. Computations involving this layered sphere model
were performed by Shapiro et al. as well as other authors,
through the use of multiple region spherical harmonic expan-
sions: a direct extension of the original Mie series method.
Comparisons of calculations of normalized absorbed power
density for the five-layer sphere are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. As
indicated by inserts, the results are compared along the longi-
tudinal axis in Fig. 5 while being compared along both E-
plane and H-plane transverse axes in Fig. 6. The degree of
correspondence in this test is apparent. As is also apparent,
the peak hot spot value here is about 50 percent higher than
that of the equal size homogeneous sphere (Fig. 3) which has
the same er and a as does the 2.68 cm brain core in this five-
layer model. No general conclusions can be drawn from this
result. An appropriate change of frequency can enhance the
homogeneous sphere hot spot to higher values than that of the
five-layer version.
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IV. CRANIAL MODEL CALCULATIONS
The new human cranial model was designed to be a closer
facsimile of reality than that of the layered sphere geometry.
Using anatomical cross-section data [28], an axisymmetric
model composed of upper concentric hemispheres and lower
concentric spheroids was developed, and is shown in Fig. 7.
This structure has upper spherical radii and lower spheroidal
vertical axes as presented in Table III. The three innermost
regions (brain, CSF, and dura) have lower oblate spheroid sur-
faces with eccentricity of e = 0.66, while the lower prolate
spheroid interfaces of the skin and bone-fat layers have e=
0.70. By design, the overall volume of this axisymmetric
model equals that of its 10 cm radius spherical counterpart,
which is described in Table II. In addition, the concentric
-8.0 -6.0 -4.0 -2.0 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0
RADIAL DISTANCE (CM)
Fig. 8. Absorbed power density for 3 GHz axial incidence.
layer thicknesses and constitutive parameters also match those
of the layered sphere configuration.
For comparison purposes, finite element computations were
also performed using the five-layer human cranial model of
Table II. Results are shown in Fig. 8 for the case of on-axis
incidence at a frequency of 3 GHz. The normalized absorbed
power density is displayed along the longitudinal axis in the
brain region. The layered sphere center occurs at +0.6 cm on
this axis. At this high frequency, the skin effect attenuation is
significant in both cases. The axisymmetric model appears to
have a larger standing wave. pattern in the deep brain interior
than does the spherical structure. These minor peaks are, how-
ever, much lower in amplitude than the resonant hot spots
that appear at lower frequencies.
Considering a frequency of 1 GHz, calculations for the case
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Fig. 10. Absorbed power density for 1 GHz broadside incidence.
of axial incidence are displayed in Fig. 9. Large internal reso-
nances are apparent for both models, although the peak hot
spot intensity is about 40 percent higher at this frequency for
the axisymmetric configuration. There is no polarization de-
pendence for on-axis incidence with- this body of revolution
model nor is there such dependence for any angle of incidence
with spherical structures.
Consideration of the polarization sensitivity of the axisym-
metric model was undertaken by considering both vertical
and horizontal polarization with broadside incidence. These
results are shown in Fig. 10. Noting the scale difference with
Fig. 9, the peak hot spot intensity for horizontal polarization
is slightly less than that for axial incidence, while that for ver-
tical polarization is about 250 percent larger than the axial
case value. This hot spot enhancement for vertical polariza-
tion is due to a near-resonant frequency choice for this verti-
cally elongated structure. The consideration of the remainder
of the body would no doubt alter this resonance for vertical
polarization. The effects of the neglected body will be ad-
dressed in the concluding section.
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Fig. 11. Parameter variations with 1 GHz axial incidence.
TABLE IV
CROSS SECTION COMPARISONS FOR AXISYMMETRIC AND LAYERED
SPHERE CASES USING FINITE ELEMENT COMPUTATIONS
CASES CROSS SECTIONS (CM2)
H-POL
AXISYMMETRIC
F - 1 GHz
i 900
of- 1350
ox- 1800
REDUCED Cr
f - 1800
REDUCED SIZE
S- 180°
F - 3 GHz
ai- 1800
Sa
438.3
422.1
402.3
391.5
262.8
151.0
LAYERED SPHERE
F - 1 GHz 325.8
F - 3 GHz 315.0
490.5
507.6
481.5
469.8
286.2
537.0
551.7
541.0
V-POL
Sa Ss
398.7
405.0
402.3
531.9
513.0
481.5
391.5 469.8
262.8 286.2
151.0 537.0
325.8 551.7
315.0 541.0
A sequence of calculations was also performed using an
axisymmetric primate cranial model equal in volume to a 3.3
cm sphere. The peak hot spots were typically two to four
times larger than those observed for the human-sized model.
This increase of hot spot intensity with smaller cranial size is
not a new observation, but was reported by Shapiro et al.
[81, as well as by others employing spherical models. A pre-
liminary investigation of the effect of smaller cranial size on
power absorption was conducted by reducing all dimensions
by a factor of 20 percent, thus simulating a child's head. This
result appears in Fig. 11 for the case of axial incidence. The
hot spot intensity is about 50 percent higher. Another calcula-
tion which is plotted in Fig. 11 considers the case of a full-size
cranial model, but with a brain permittivity reduced by a fac-
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tor of 20 percent from the standard value of 60. The effect of
this change is seen to be much smaller than that of the size
reduction at this frequency. A summary of the scattering and
absorption cross sections for the various runs reported in this
section is shown in Table IV.
Although no general conclusions can be drawn from the il-
lustrative results presented here, it should be obvious that there
is a need for many further calculations. The goal of this paper
is to display a potentially powerful technique for performing
such computations. In light of the uncertainties in frequency,
cranial size, constitutive parameters, illumination angle, and
even source proximity, a truly comprehensive analysis could
require vast computational resources.
V. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The finite element method has been implemented in conjunc-
tion with an inhomogeneous axisymmetric model of the human
cranial structure to solve for internal microwave penetra-
tion and scattering. This technique has proven to be excep-
tionally efficient, with all computations presented here requir-
ing less than 38K 32-bit words of core storage on a small DEC
10 computer. At 3 GHz, the cranial structure has a length of
over two free space wavelengths, while the brain region has a
maximum dimension of about 11 interior media wavelengths.
Such numerical economy results from the use of the uni-
moment method, coupled with the block-by-block elimination
scheme for matrix inversion.
The body of the revolution cranial model represents a com-
promise between earlier layered sphere approximations and
anatomical reality. A full three-dimensionally precise model
can be constructed by way of either a volume integral equa-
tion formulation [17] or a direct simulation of Maxwell's dif-
ferential equations using finite differences [29] or finite ele-
ments. Both techniques have certain relative advantages, but
both also require the CPU and RAM capacities of supercom-
puters for even lower resonant region frequencies, when body
dimensions become wavelength comparable. The axisymnmetric
model could be improved upon somewhat and still retain its
computational economy. As previously indicated, the coupled
azimuthal potential formulation has no innate constraints on
the meridian inhomogeneities of the axisymmetric configura-
tion. A finer detailed model could consider the heterogeneous
material regions of the brain, the spinal cordand sinus cavities
for example, although not with exact resolution because of
the limitation to rotational symmetry.
There are several additional areas of concern which will
ultimately need to be addressed. One of these is the ques-
tion of computational error induced by neglecting the attached
body. This was briefly considered by Hagmann et al. [ 17] for
frequencies under 1 GHz. The field and current interactions
with the attached body should be maximized at VHF frequen-
cies of 50-100 MHz when the whole body structure encounters
its first resonance. Polarization parallel to the body axis will
also enhance this effect. As the frequency is increased, the in-
dividual parts of the body experience their own self-resonances,
with this first occurring in the 300-500 MHz region for the
head. At 1 GHz, there is still much interaction between the
cranial structure and the body, although this may prove to be
minimal for polarization that is orthogonal to the body axis.
The high-amplitude hot spot in Fig. 10 for vertical polarization
would surely be affected by the attached body. For the case
of direct illumination at frequencies above 3 GHz, the interior
fields should be highly dependent upon skin effect attenuation
and local subregion resonances, such as in specific tissue masses
and layers. Except for optical glint or caustic effects, the er-
rors induced by neglecting the attached body in such higher
frequency calculations may prove to be small.
Several other considerations are innate to any general con-
clusion regarding safety standards. Included is the sensitivity
of local and whole-body absorption to parameter changes.
Aside from the variability of source frequency, position, and
orientation, there is also the range of structure sizes and con-
stitutive parameters which is important. Although much work
has been devoted to quantifying the material parameters of
biological tissues, there still exist much uncertainty and vari-
ability in measured values [30]. An additional concern of ex-
treme importance is the relationship between EM power ab-
sorption and the local temperature increase in living biological
tissues. This problem requires not only a solution of the heat
conduction equation, but also consideration of thermal con-
vection by blood flow, as has been done by Kritikos and
Schwan for a homogeneous spherical region [311. It is certain
that accurate computations of thermal heating will require
accurate representative values for tissue parameters and local
blood flow rates. To obtain these through in vivo measure-
ments, particularly with human subjects, will provide a pro-
found challenge.
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